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Introductions



Meta-Analysis



Learning Objectives
After this session, I would like you to be able to:

• Identify the benefits of well-established classroom expectations.
• Determine the classroom expectations you wish to cultivate.
• Identify some actions steps you can take on the first day of class 

to make those expectations a reality.



Classroom Expectations



Classroom Expectations/
Community Contract
• Examples of classroom expectations
• How might expectations vary…

• …by discipline
• ...by classroom type
• ...by GTA duties

• Why do classroom expectations matter?



Classroom Expectations/
Community Contract



Activity: Imagine your ideal classroom 
Think, Pair, Share
• What kind of classroom environment are you hoping to create? 
• What classroom expectations do you think would help support 

your ideal classroom environment?

2 + 2 + 6 = 10 minutes



So now what?



Example: Emerald’s Syllabus
MY EXPECTATIONS OF YOU

• You will stay engaged with the 
material when working in groups.

• You will let me know when I 
make an error.

• You will not talk while I am 
talking.  This will distract me and 
interfere with my ability to teach 
you.

• You will be kind to your group 
mates.

YOUR EXPECTATIONS OF ME

• I will treat your time with 
respect.

• I will put effort into showing you 
the beauty of mathematics.

• I will return your exams in a 
timely manner.

• I will reply to your emails, 
although not on weekends or 
after 6pm.

• I will welcome any questions.



Activity: What actions support a desired 
classroom expectation?
• In your small groups, choose one expectation from each person 

to discuss.
• What can you do on the first day of class that will support each 

of the chosen classroom expectations?

10 minutes



Activity: What actions support a desired 
classroom expectation?



You already ARE 
a good teacher.

“Good teaching cannot be reduced to 
technique; good teaching comes from the 

identity and integrity of the teacher.”
~ Parker Palmer, The Courage to Teach



Please turn in your 
event survey!


